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Senate delays
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raving a New Northridge
Students endure their first day back on the quake-damaged CSU campus

Approved resolution opens door
for faculty, student referendum s

By Lisa M . Hansen

Doily Staff W iitei

NORTHRIDOT^
Traipsing through saw
dust and sand, dodging
dump trucks and wincing
at the roar of power tools,
24,000 students returned
two weeks late to spring
semester at CSUNorthridge on Monday —
literally bringing the cam
pus back to life.
Located less than a
mile from the epicenter of
the 6.6-magnitude
earthquake that ripped
through the Southland
Jan. 17, CSU-Northridge
sustained such severe
damage that the campus
has been reduced to a tent
and modular classroom
mini-city.
Rebuilding the campus
— the fourth largest in
the 22-campus CSU sys
tem — could extend into
1995 at a staggering $250
to $300 million pi'ice tag.

By Silos Lyons

Doily Investigative Editor

After a deceivingly calm session 'Tuesday, Academic
Senators agreed to hold off on a calendar-changing
decision until further information is available.
Cal Poly President Warren Baker was present for the
decision and said he understood the need for a delay.
Implications of the vote could include student and
faculty referendums advising the Senate when it comes
time to make a final decision.
ASI Executive Vice President Louie Brown viewed the
resolution passed by the Senate as an opportunity for stu
dent government to involve the whole campus in the dis
cussion. If a referendum was held, he said, it would occur
during spring quarter.
“I’ll talk to (ASI President Marquam Piros) and see
what he says and go to the (ASI) Board,” Brown said after
the meeting.
He said Baker’s willingness to consider a student vote
sparked his interest in pursuing the issue.
If the Academic Senate had voted to adopt a trimester
system at Tuesday’s meeting, ASI’s desire to go to the
students would have been moot. But the decision to delay
gives ASI time to get more involved.
Baker told the Daily last week he would not be averse
to a “well-informed” student vote on this issue.
“I would not object to, and I would look very carefully
at a referendum,” he said then. “But a referendum only
after a full understanding and a full discussion.”
After the meeting Tuesday, Baker said ASI should
take up the issue of a referendum with the Academic
Senate.
Brown already had spoken with Senate Chair Jack
Wilson and gotten his pledge to support the effort of
educating students as a preface to a referendum.

• More stories, photos on
pages six and seven

It could become the
costliest natural disaster
ever to a U.S. university.
Approximately 23 in
formation booths run by
students, faculty and staff
attempted to stifle the
chaos and confusion felt
by many students as they
tried to find their classes
in the maze of portable
classiooms.
The university did not
experience an anticipated
severe decline in enroll
ment. CSU-Bakersfield
has admitted ap
proximately 30 students
from CSU-Northridge and
spring enrollment at the
university’s satellite cam
pus in Ventura could swell
by 200.
Linda Bain, dean for
Communicative Health
and Human Services, said
her college has 4,500 stu
dents. Thumbing through
a thick computer printout
of students’ schedules, she
said “firm figures” won’t
be available for at least
another week. But com
pared to last spring

See SENATE, page 2

Details emerge on officer
slayings by judge’s son
By Jennifer Bowles

Associoted P ress_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Above, CSUN Academic
Resources M anager (right)
helps a student make sense
of a map that severely
altered the old scheme of
campus / Daily photo by
Scott Robinson • At left, a
History 270 class has its first
meeting outdoors. The
professor told his class the
adverse conditions may
actually help students get to
know one another more /
Daily photo by Steve
McCrank

See NORTHRIDGE, page 6

_____________

TORRANCE — Armed and dressed for violence, a
judge’s son invaded a hotel meeting room filled with
policemen and opened fire, killing two, in what was ini
tially thought to be a prank, authorities said Tuesday.
David Joseph Fukuto, 32, brandishing two handguns
and yelling, “This is a robbery!” shot and killed two Palos
Verdes Estates policemen before he was jumped by other
officers, wrestled to a corner and handcuffed.
The son of Justice Mono L. Fukuto of the state Court
of Appeal died a short time later.
The gunman was wearing a bulletproof vest, mask and
hooded sweatshirt.
“My first thought was that it was a joke, a bad joke,”
said Chief Gary Johansen of the 23-member Palos Verdes
Estates Police Department.
The chief, who was among a dozen officers in the 12th
floor Holiday Inn conference room Monday afternoon
when the gunman burst in, said he believed “it was a cop
training class trick that had been done.”
“I was angry because I was concerned somebody could
See SHOOTING, page 2

College-aged and Catholic: Dual roles tough for many at Poly
By Katie Portillo

Doily Staff Wiiter

Ash Wednesday marks the begin
ning of Lent — when Catholics reflect
upon the suffering and death of Jesus
Christ.
Many Catholic students and facul
ty members will walk campus today
with dark ashes on their foreheads, a
traditional symbol marking their
belief that they were created from
dust and to dust they shall return.
To some, the ashes signify humility
— a reflection of one’s mortality. But
to others. Ash Wednesday is another
meaningless ritual in the Catholic
Church.
“It’s the beginning of (what) for
centuries has been called the

‘Penitential Season of Lent,’” said
Brother Richard Moratto, director for
the Newman Catholic Center. “It is
the six weeks in which we spiritually
review and renew ourselves before we
again celebrate Good Fiiday (the
Crucifixion of Jesus), and Easter Sun
day (the Resurrection).”
The Ash Wednesday Mass held in
Chum ash Auditorium today at 4:30
p.m. is the largest single gathering of
Catholic students during the year, ac
cording to Brother Richard.
Students congregating for Mass
this afternoon may question their
identity in the church and con
template the controversial issues that
focus around young Catholics.
Christina Valadez, a human

development senior and student in
tern at the Newman Catholic Center,
describes Ash Wednesday as a time to
reflect upon her own life.
“Whenever it’s Ash Wednesday, I
always think about how things have
gone so far in my life,” she said. “I
think about what type of person I am
and what kind of things I want to
change. I look at it as a point when I
can start over.”
Another student has different feel
ings about Ash Wednesday. He grew
up in the Catholic Church, but no
longer attends Mass on a regular
basis.
“I feel like a hypocrite sometimes
when I go to Mass, because I don’t
See CATHOLICS, page 3
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SHOOTING: Police say they may never know motive of man who opened fire
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From page 1

get hurt in a police class like that doing these things,”
said Johansen, who has been chief for six years.
But in seconds, it was clear the gunman was for real.
WEDNESDAY
As Sgt. Vernon Thomas Vanderpool, 57, of Torrance
stood up, he was fatally shot. Capt. Michael Tracy, 50, of
22 school days remaining in winter quarter.
TODAY^S WEATHER: Cloudy, 30 percent chance of rain today, Redondo Beach stood to aid his fallen comrade and he,
too, was shot.
70 percent tonight
The gunman was then “tackled by four or five of my of
Expected high/low: 67 / 43
Tuesday's high/low: 68 / 34
ficers,” said Johansen.
“In the corner he was fighting very violently with
TO D A Y
them. Once they got him subdued and handcuffed we
• Bl(K)d drive — Santa Lucia residence hall
rolled him over and he didn’t look real good at that point.
I don’t know how he died,” the chief said.
• ASI Board of Directors meeting, 7 p.m. — U.U. 220
“Our information at this point is he died of a possible
• "A Summit of Sisterhtxjd" presented by the Africanhead
injury that was sustained as a result of the people
American Student Union, every Wed. until March 30,
in
the
room wrestling the guns away from him,” said Sgt.
Rm. 10-231,7:30 p .m ./782-4514
Dave Smith of the Torrance Police Department.
As for a motive. Smith said it may never be known.
“Our investigators are out trying to find out a possible
TH U R S D A Y

motive for this,” the sergeant said. “We don’t know why
he did what he did and we may never know because he’s
deceased.”
Little was known about the gunman, who lived with
his grandmother in a large, run down gray home in a
residential area of the Mid-City area of Los Angeles.
Several windows were broken but the garden was neatly
manicured.
“I know what he did. He killed two police officers. Very
bad, my grandson,” Mrs. Fukuto said in broken English.
She wouldn’t give her first name.
Justice Fukuto, 63, was elevated to the appellate court
bench in Los Angeles after serving 15 years as a judge at
South Bay Municipal and Torrance Superior courts.
“David committed a terrible and unforgivable crime in
taking the lives of two fine officers without reason,” the
justice said in a statement. “We cannot explain his acts.
We can only extend our deepest condolences to the of
ficers’ families and to the members of the Palos Verdes
Estates Police Department. Our prayers are with them.”

SENATE: Baker agrees with wait, seems supportive of calendar referendums

• Poly students' grief support meeting. Psychological
Services Group Room, 10:30 a.m. — 544-2266
• Physics Colloquium presents "Nuclear Lest Ban Issues,"
Dr. Ray Kidder, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory,
Science B-5, 11 a.m.
• Women's Studies Winter Quarter Potluck at the home of
Dianne long, 6 p.m. / for directions, call 756-1525

“We’re supposedly all well-educated people,” said
Sarah Lord, an agricultural education and home
economics professor. “To assume that these people
wouldn’t have a concern to be involved in issues that af
fect their future shows arrogance on the part of the
Academic Senate.”
Although he has passionately supported the trimester
system in the past. Baker seemed to have toned down a
notch at Tuesday’s meeting. He accepted several sharp
criticisms without contest, including questions as to
whether the trimester system really could get students
through school more efficiently.
In the past. Baker has touted its ability to do so as one
of it’s greatest strengths.
But a report by Russell Cummings of the Student
Throughput Committee, formed a year ago by the
Academic Senate, suggested only four causes of delayed
graduation.
The reasons included:
• advising and student support;
• curriculum issues;
• class availability; and
• senior issues — such as senior projects and internships.
The calendar system was not included in the list. After
the meeting, however. Baker stuck to the assertion that
the calendar did have an influence on graduation.
“In the current calendar,- curriculum is not structured
in an optimum way,” he said.

From page 1

The resolution approved Tuesday was based on the
recent creation by the Academic Senate of a Task Force
on Curriculum and Calendar, chaired by Associate Vice
President for Academic Affairs Glenn Irvin.
After an hour of hearing Baker’s promotion of
trimesters, the Senate resolved to defer any decision on
the calendar system until the newly formed committee
UPCO M IN G
return a report.
• Sponsors needed for "Prats at Bat" softball tournament to could
According
the report should be available
raise money for Alzheimer's Disease, April 9-10 / 546-8104 around the endtoofIrvin,
spring quarter.
• Donations needed for "A Wonderful Great Big Piverything
Baker said last week he would like to see this matter
resolved within the current academic year. After Tues
Sale!" to aid the homeless of San Luis Obispo, donations
day’s meeting, however, he said he saw the need for a
can be dropped off at the E.O.C. Homeless Shelter,
myriad of other questions to be answered. He indicated
736 Orcutt Road, 2 p.m. - 8 p.m. / 781-3660
he would be willing to wait.
• "One Woman's Hands in the History of Women's Art,"
But he said there is “a limit on how much tolerance a
paper quilting exhibition by Irene Maginniss, until March 11, campus has of discussion on an issue.”
The faculty referendum was included as a condition of
r^exter University Art Gallery, Mon.-Sat., 11 a.m. - 4 p.m.,
passing
the resolution to delay a final calendar decision.
except Wed., 7 p.m. - 9 p.m.
A
brief
but heated debate sprung up when some
• CAFLURE opens to first wave of continuing students,
Senate members — including the resolution’s author, Ron
Eeb.18
Brown — suggested striking the clause from the docu
• "Unmet Transit Needs Hearing," March 1, City Hall, 7 p.m ment.
They argued that many faculty members are not fully
info: 781-7121
educated
the issues concerning a calendar change and
• Priority filing deadline for 1994-95 Financial Aid — March 2 would voteonagainst
it out of fear that the switch would re
quire too much work.
Agenda Items: t/o len Arends, Graphic Arts 226, Col Poly 93407 — Fax: 756-6784
But the majority disagreed.
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CATHOLICS; College students often find themselves becoming ‘Cafeteria Catholics,’ choosing only what fits their lifestyles
From page 1

agree with all the stuff in the
church,“ said human develop
ment senior Jay Shinnefield.
“The reason why I ultimately
stopped going weekly was be
cause I thought it was
sanctimonious for me to show up
and not be there for the right
reasons.”
Brother Richard said he finds
it interesting that many students
walk out of the auditorium after
Mass and do not rub the ashes
off their foreheads.
“It makes me wonder if they
c.re proud to receive those ashes”
he said. “People get excited about
it — there’s something tangible
about putting the ashes on the
forehead.”
Brother Richard believes the
negative comments some people
make about Ash Wednesday just
add to the list of things they
generally don’t like about the
Catholic Church.
“I think the Catholic Church
is the ‘Mother Church of Chris
tianity,’” he said. “It’s 2,000
years old and I think it is often
times attacked because it’s the
“big kid on the block.’ ”
Newman Catholic Center
Chaplain Father Vincent Walsh
is also aware of the criticism the
Catholic Church receives.
“Criticism has a role in life,”
he explained. “If it is not meant
to be helpful, it is simply a nega
tive and irresponsible tool for
breaking down.”
According to a recent New
York Times article, the Rev.
Michael J. Hunt, the author of
“College Catholics; A New
Counterculture,” said young
Catholics on American campuses

Brother Richard M oratto, director for the Newman Catholic Center, says the Ash Wednesday Mass planned at 4:30
p.m. in Chumash Auditorium is the year's biggest on-campus Catholic event / Daily photo by Carl LaZansky

often face the condescension of
peers.
“When they go to Mass, they
leave the dorm without telling
anybody where they are going,”
Father Hunt said. “They are
often surprised to find that the
place is packed.”
The Roman Catholic Church

has the most number of
adherents of all religions in the
world, according to the 1993 En
cyclopedia Britannica Book of
the Year.
“With all of its problems and
all of its difficulties, interesting
ly enough it still continues on,”
Brother Richard said, adding
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that Catholicism is the fastest
growing denomination in the
U.S.
The New York Times article
said Catholic church attendance
has been steady in the past 20
years, after a drop of nearly onethird in the late 1960s and early
1970s.
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But some students who were
brought up in the Catholic Chur
ch have strayed away from their
religion.
Regina Plunkett Dowling is a
former chaplain at Saint Joseph
College in West Hartford, Conn,
and a Ph.D. candidate at Yale
University. In a recent article in
“Commonweal”, a Catholic
magazine, she said many college
students have walked away from
the church without a backward
glance.
She believes they
“angered or disgusted or wear
by their home parish,
anchored to the church by fra,,
roots.”
Some Cal Poly students fol!
this pattern.
Business senior Karl Hubben
said Catholicism was a part of
his upbringing, but his religious
practices changed when he came
to college.
“It was just a part of your life
every weekend on Sunday — i
matter what, you went
church,” he explained. “Bu; no
when you’re here (at college) a
you live with people who a; n
necessarily Catholic, it’s just iio
around as much.”
In the 'Times article, one
Catholic college student said
there are people sometimes
called “Cafeteria Catholics” —
those who follow the tenets of
church doctrine they find agree
able and “look the other way on
the rest,” as she puts it.
According to the article, it is
not the church’s doctrine that is
d ise n c h a n tin g to young
Catholics, but rather the chur
ch’s style.
See CATHOLICS, page 5
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Amy

HILLER

Finally free
to be me —
without them

I haven’t changed.
I gnt a call last week from a friend back home. She
called me at work to yell at me — and tell me she
doesn’t like how I’ve changed. She says my new
friends are a bad influence on me and that I’ve for
gotten about my “real friends.” What she doesn’t
realize is that I finally have an opportunity to be
myself.
My old friends never let me be myself. I always
had to dress like them and talk like them. I had to
worry what they would think if I did something dif
ferently.
We had known each other too long. And when I
began to grow beyond them mentally, they got
scared. I tired of talking i»bout the same inane things
day in and day out. I wasn’t entertained by the same
boring activities they enjoyed. I no longer laughed at
the same dumb jokes.
My old friends also seemed to think it was their
job to keep me in check. Before we would go out
together, a fnend would say, “now Amy, don’t say
anything stupid. It’s embarrassing when you start...”
I felt as though I’d have to sit in the background
and agree with everything my friends wanted to do,
even if I didn’t want to do it. In other words, I had to
be fake.
But now that I’m at Cal Poly, I can let myself go. I
can do outrageous things. I have my own style. I’m
finally free from my old friends’ watching eyes. They
don’t l ealize how oppressive they were. They don’t
understand when I tell them how happy and free I
feel. Tliey just dismiss me as an uncaring witchwith-ar“b” who has left everything behind.
The friend who called me last week was mad that
I didn’t get upset when she yelled at me.“You don’t
care, do you?” she snapped. “You are so selfish.” I
didn’t want to argue with her. I realized it wasn’t
worth it. I didn’t think she needed an explanation —
because she didn’t want to hear one.
It hurts me to think I have to lose her friendship
just because I’ve found my purpose in life. I have es
caped from the shell my old friends made for me.
The people I’ve met here have become my real
friends. They are more dependable and more
pleasant to be around. They are more real than
anyone else I have known. One guy has helped me
learn to have fun no matter what. He does whatever
he wants and he doesn’t care what people think of
him. However, he still thinks of others and is aware
that jieople around him have feelings. I’m glad to
know him.
Another new friend is a lot like me. He under
stands when I talk about weird things like what we’ll
be like when we’re old — and he’s always ready to
listen when I have a problem.
When I first moved here I was amazed to find
people who actually think. I’ve had the greatest con
versations atiout life, the universe and everytliing. I
learned that I wasn’t the only one who thought about
racism, God, poverty and other perplexing subjects. I
never knew there were so many people willing to
talk about something besides clothes and the person
they’re in love with.
Before I came here I thought I was alone in the
world. I felt alone — even among friends. But now I
have found myself. I know it sounds stupid and
Stuart .Sinalley-ish, but I’ve discovered “I’m good
enough, I’m smart enough, and dog-gonnit, people
like me.”
1 don’t have to pretend to be someone else to have
friends. I don’t have to be one person in public and
someone completely different when I’m alone.
I haven’t changed. I’m just myself.
• Auiy Miller ;.s a jo u r n a lis m junior. Her column
will apjiear here every other Wednesday.

Ethnic studies prograni is for everyone
By Pedro Arroyo

The Cal Poly Academic Senate took a bold step
several weeks ago by finally approving the ethnic
studies minor. This move will place Cal Poly with 18
other universities in the CSU system who offer the
minor.
Although I’m glad the action was taken, a certain
amount of apprehension and uneasiness continues to
prevail whenever ethnic studies is mentioned. There
are those who say ethnic studies is racist, exclusive and
not needed. However, it is now a reality — and the
university must begin to deal with it.
In order for this program to be successful, it will
need the support of the students, faculty, Academic
Senate and President Baker. Nearly three weeks have
passed since the vote took place, and there has been no
public response to the Senate’s vote by Baker — or
anyone else on the hill.
The challenges ethnic studies will bring to the cam
pus are many. As in the study of racism, we must begin
to deconstruct the stereotypes that have stigmatized
ethnic studies, its goals and its faculty.
Some members of academia have expressed a strong
concern that the ethnic studies classes, and the faculty
who teach them, will push personal political agendas
and opinions — and will deviate from the course
material.
This assumption is incoirect, and is damaging to the
ethnic studies program and faculty. Even though ethnic
studies was born out of political and educational em
powerment movements in the 1960s and 1970s, it is not
taught on the basis of personal opinion.
What, then, is ethnic studies? It can be defined as
the study of the main minority groups of the United
States. Ethnic studies explores the historical, cultural
and social experiences of these groups. It discusses how
these experiences relate to the mainstream culture and
society in this country. Ethnic studies is a strong
academic field of study that deserves respect and atten
tion.
We do not have to look far to discover nationally
recognized scholars in ethnic studies. These people have
made gi-eat academic contributions to our society.

r,

These contributions have not been based on their
political ideology — or because they happen to be people
of color. They are respected because they excel in what
they do.
One example is Dr. Rudy Acuña, a professor of
Chicano Studies at Cal State University Northridge.
Acuña earned a Ph.D. in history from the University of
Southern California and is considered to be one of the
leading Chicano historians of the 20th Century.
He was the first to develop a university text, called
“Occupied America.” It analyzed and traced the history
of Mexicans in the United States.
The ethnic studies faculty at Cal Poly are dedicated,
and their academic research and scholarship excels.
Their credentials and commitment would hold up ex
tremely well when compared with others in their
respective fields of study.
The contributions that ethnic studies will make our

“The challenges ethnic studies will bring to the
campus are many ...we must begin to recon
struct the stereotypes that have stigmatized
ethnic studies, its goals and itsfaculty . "
university great. It will extend the awareness of dif
ferences and similarities between groups.
I firmly believe ethnic studies can be polarized by
ethnicity, economic and social classes. Ethnic studies
will prepare students to be culturally literate. In
California, this is a necessity — and a reality that can
no longer be ignored.
The ethnic studies progi-am is for everyone, not just
for people of color. This is why it is so important for ,
everyone in this university to back and accept the
progi-am. If the university and its faculty do not truly
believe and accept the program, it is bound to fail.
• Pedro Arroyo is a political science senior.
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Combating apathy toward violence
R e: "G u n grabbers: Today guns, tom orrow lib e rty," M ustang Daily 2 - 1 0

The stance against gun control which was advocated can conquer violence.
It is a sad commentary on the moral degeneration of
in Thursday’s Daily is tantamount to throwing gasoline
American society when 13-year-olds are shooting one
on a fire which is already raging nut of control. It is
another in the classroom, and when entertainmentprecisely this vigilante attitude which has fueled the
based culture positively reinforces violence on a daily
sudden rush of firearm purchases and both accidental
and intentional shootings. This attitude has also lent it basis.
self to society’s predisposition toward accepting violence
People kill one another because of racial, sexual or
in the first place.
religious
intolerance, or even boredom. We cannot even
While in theory this attitude seems viable, it is ex
venture
outdoors
alone at night for fear of personal in
actly contrary to the position the American people
jury.
should take in combating apathy toward all forms of
violence.
In this light, it is not just shallow, but irresponsible
Living with violence is not a necessary aspect of
to believe that providing equal, unrestricted access to
urban existence. Killing someone is not an acceptable
all types of firearms will not have a detrimental effect
means of reconciling personal differences.
Although it is true that people, not guns, are directly upon our already floundering society.
responsible for killing, it is also true that the tendency
If we don’t assume responsibility for the future direc
toward violence is exacerbated by the ease with which
tion of our country by severely limiting gun access and
people can have access to firearms.
strictly punishing gun abusers we won’t be the fabled
Stricter gun control will not completely solve the
States of America “home of the free” much
problem, but it will send the desperately necessary mes United
longer.
There is no freedom in constantly looking over
sage that violence will no longer be tolerated at its
your
shoulder.
present levels. Stricter control will keep weapons out of
the hands of incendiary and potentially dangerous
people. It will also help end the ridiculous misconcep
Franceska Gleason
tion that violence — even in the name of self defense —
Aidiitectuie senioi
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Surprise in gruesome Gainesville slayings as drifter pleads guilty
By Ron Word
Associoted Piess

GAINESVILLE, Fla. — A drifter al
ready serving life in prison entered a
surprise plea of guilty Tuesday to the
1990 murders of five college students,
saying, “There are some things that you
just can’t run from.”
Danny Harold Rolling, 39, of
Shreveport, La., now faces a sentencing
hearing to determine whether he will be
sent to the electric chair.
“These crimes warrant the death
penalty,” State Attorney Rod Smith said.
The plea came just as the court was
preparing to pick a jury. Starting Wednes
day, a jury will be selected to hear the
penalty phase of the trial and recommend
the sentence for Rolling. The judge will
make the final decision.
Relatives of the victims quietly wept
during the plea and while the prosecutor
gave a chilling account of each of the
crimes, which included one decapitation.
They later issued a plea for privacy
through Police Detective Sadie Darnell.

“They need this time to process the infor
mation,” she said.
Rolling’s plea covered 11 counts — five
of first-degree murder and three each of
sexual battery and armed burglary.
“Your honor, I have been running from
first one thing and then another all my
life. Whether from problems at home or
with the law, or from myself. But there
are some things that you just can’t run
from ... this being one of those,” Rolling
told Circuit Judge Stan R. Morris.
Rolling is already serving several life
sentences in Florida State Prison as a
career criminal for robberies and
burglaries.
The primary evidence against Rolling
was DNA, the genetic blueprints left be
hind by blood and semen; marks made by
a screwdriver; fibers; and confessions, in
cluding a handwritten confession signed
by Rolling.
An angry Mario Taboada, brother of
victim Manuel Taboada, said it was dif
ficult to hear the prosecutor talk about

his brother’s slaying.
“I’ve been imagining what took place
that day over and over,” Taboada said. “It
angers me that it ever took place.
“I don’t choose to focus my energy, my
anger and my sorrow on this individual. I
have no pity for the individual. This is a
life form gone bad.”
Smith said Taboada was sleeping when
Rolling pried open the door to his apart
ment and stabbed him repeatedly, then
attacked his roommate.
“While still covered with the blood of
Manuel Taboada, the defendant then sub
dued Tracy Paules,” Smith said, adding
that Rolling taped Paules’ mouth and
hands with tape, tore off her T-shirt and
raped her. He then stabbed her three
times in the back.
Public defender Rick Parker told
reporters after the hearing that Rolling
had decided on Jan. 26 to plead guilty be
cause “he wanted to do the right thing.”
“Danny Harold Rolling has pleaded

guilty because he is guilty,” Parker said,
adding that he believes Rolling was men
tally ill when he committed the crimes
and still suffers from mental illness.
Parker said Rolling’s mental condition
would be helpful “in understanding how
the same person can rape and murder,
then later regret these acts and feel com
passion for the living loved ones surviving
his violence.”
There were no recent plea discussions
with prosecutors, Parker said.
The mutilated bodies of Christina
Powell, 17, of Jacksonville, and Sonja Lar
son, 18, of Deerfield Beach, both Univer
sity of Florida students, were found Aug.
26, 1990, in their townhouse. The
decapitated body of Christa Hoyt, 18, of
Archer, a student at Santa Fe Community
College in Gainesville, was found early on
Aug. 27.
The bodies of Paules and Taboada,
both 23 and from the Miami area, were
found in the apartment they shared on
Aug. 28.

CATHOLICS: Some students take departure from church beUefs on issues important to them but still have faith
From page 3

Although Hubbell doesn’t
agree with everything the church
stands for, he still considers him
self Catholic.
“The values, teachings and
ideologies of Catholicism — I
like,” he said. “Even though I dis
agree with certain issues in the
Catholic Church, I still believe
I’m Catholic.”
Shinnefield said he used to go
to church because he felt guilty if
he missed Mass.
“I went because if I didn’t, I
thought it would be a big sin and
I’d pay the price,” he said.
Brother Richard believes it is
important to know the Catholic

KÓNÁ'S
YOGURT

Church has an umbrella “big
enough to cover all kinds of
people — sinners as well as
saints.”
He said many of the beliefs of
the church are open to inter
pretation and using one’s Chris
tian conscience.
But some students feel that
certain issues, such as the
proscription of abortion and ar
tificial contraception, are too
stringent.
“Abortion is an issue that I
feel, for some people, is a viable
option,” Shinnefield said. “I don’t
necessarily think it’s the right
way or best way to handle the
situation. But I can’t walk

around and apply my beliefs to
anyone else.”
Brother Richard believes
Catholic Christianity is very
much about the sacredness of life
and taking responsibility for
one’s life.
“It’s better when people take
their time to make decisions and
follow their conscience to the
best they understand it,” he said.
“It’s different from somebody
who just makes a very emotional
decision.”
An officer in Cal Poly’s chap
ter of Gays, Lesbians and
Bisexuals United who asked that
his name not be used was raised
in the Catholic Church but now

feels he has been discriminated
against.
“I’d like to stick with the
tradition because my family is all
Catholic,” he explained. “But I’d
be wrong to stand by something
that goes against who I am.”
Brother Richard said the
Catholic Church acknowledges
the gay community as any other
community, and these students
are welcomed into the Newman
Club.
“The Catholic church recog
nizes homosexuality as an orien
tation,” he said. “But it doesn’t
recognize the life-style.”
Young Catholic Christians
may have their doubts about the

Church, but to many it is a
home.
“I enjoy Mass,” Valadez said.
“It’s a spiritual sense of ‘coming
home’ because I feel comfortable
in it. For me, it’s a big thing to
see people from Cal Poly. It’s a
common thing that brings us all
together.”
Brother Richard has been a
Catholic for 56 years, and
believes the church is always a
place one can return to.
“As far as churches go, I find
if you really get to know the
Catholic church you can ‘breathe’
in it,” he explained. “You can
wonder, get angry and have your
doubts about it, but it will al
ways welcome you back.”
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CSUN: An obstacle course called ‘college’
Finding everything from classes
to bathroom s is now a ch d len g e
B y Liso M . Hansen
and Silas Lyon s

Doily Staff

NORTHRIDGE — Students at CSU-Northridge didn’t
expect their first day nf classes after a devastating
earthquake tn be easy.
They were nght.
Altlmugh they seemed tn be walking purposefully from
place tn place nn Monday, most admitted they had no
idea where they were going.
“I tlmught going away to school would be an adven
ture,” said recreation therapy junior Kerri Johnson. “But
this is a whole lot more to contend with.”
Johnson wandered off again, still searching for a class
she claimed was the only one not listed nn the map.
Surprisingly, however, the mood was not bitter or hos
tile. Most students seemed mildly amused by the chaotic
situation.
They didn’t quite subscribe tn the “Not just back ...
bettei !” slogan adopted by administration, but they did
respond with enthusiasm to speakers promising improved
conditions.
Omekia Marshall arrived at 7:15 a.m. tn get in line at
the financial aid office. She found about 30 students had
already gathered there before her. But 90 minutes later,
she was still laughing and talking.
Another woman in line clutched a red heart-shaped
box of See’s valentine candy to her chest and waited
resignedly in line for a financial aid check.
Several v'olunteers and staffers circled, providing in
formation to inquisitive students.
Leon King retired from his position as director for
financial aid last year, but he was back Monday to direct
students into lines and urge them to be patient.
See STUDENTS, page 9
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• WHERE AM 1?
CSUN business freshman Xe Pheng receives aid from a campus official as he attempts to navigate his way around the
university on Monday / Daily photo by Steve McCrank

NORTHRIDGE: Students shuttle to library, apply for relief grants as bew ildering sem ester begins
From page 1

semester, she said, “enrollment is not much lower.”
Despite compromised facilities, 5,000 course sections
are being offered at Northridge this spring. Some classes
have been canceled or moved to other off-campus loca
tions such as California Lutheran University in
Thousand Oaks, UCLA and various other community col
leges.
UCLA has offered CSU-Northridge students the use of
their library. Northridge’s Delmar T. Oviatt Library suf
fered severe cosmetic damage, but is repairable, campus
ofTlcials said. It could be opened by mid-March. Until
then, students can take hourly shuttles to study at the
UCLA library.
Spring break here was forfeited, and an extra week
has been tacked onto the end nf the semester tn make up
for the two week wait students had in getting back to
school. Beca\ise of the delay, CSU-Northridge students
experienced an eight-week winter break.
Talk show host Michael Jackson nf KABC (790-ANl)
held a fniu-hour live broadcast nn the campus. State as
semblyman Richard Katz called in from his car phone nn
his way to the Burbank Aii port. He said he disagrees
with (Tov. Pete Wilson’s proposal tn rebuild the Southland
— much like the state attempted to do after the 1989
Loma Prieta 7.1-magnitude earthquake.
“After the ’89 quake, there was a two-year period
where a nne-foui-th cent tax was implemented by then
Gov. Gem ge Deukmejian,” he said. “I think we need this
type of plan l athe)' than a $1.1 billion bond from the
federal government. That bond will cost $1.7 million for
our children to pay off.
“But we have an obligation tn help rebuild Northridge.
The federal government passed an $8.Gbillion aid pack
age, and we need to come up with at least 10 percent nf
that,” he said.
An.'.weiing a question from the 200-member campus
audience, CSU Chancellor Barry Munitz said it will take
creativity on the part of the students and faculty in order
for students to cnni})lete their education at CSUNort In idge.
“They will get the education they need, but we’re going
to hav(> to prove that we can do business differently,” he
said. “And that it can be done effectively.”
Nearly all nf the 53 major buildings nn campus
received some type of structural damage. Less than 15
were in ojieration Monday.
Angeles Mayor Richard Riordan sported a T-shirt
with the campus’ new motto (“Not just back...better!”)
and
to a large lawn full of students, complimenting
them on then- sinrit and courage.
“TIu* path to recovery is going to be long and expen
sive,” he said. “You’ve taken a tremendous hit, and
rebuilding will take a long time."
Riordan later said he had only one piece of advice for
CSU-Ni'i'tbridge students.
“Always think how you can make things better,” he
said. “Don’t stick ynur head in a hole when things get
rough. Always try to make tomorrow better than today.”
CSl J-Northridge President Blenda Wilson said renting
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See NORTHRIDGE, page 7

they need, but

tim e."
Richard Riordan
• REPAm CONTINUES WHILE CLASSES BEGIN
An emergency crew Ls hoisted above the Delmar T. Oviatt library at CSU-Northridge on
Monday as repair efforts there continued there. The campus opened for spring semester
earlier this week, more than two weeks later than usual / Daily photo by Scott Robir
>mson
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''We have a chance now to completely remake ourseleves. ”
Louise Lewis

• SLOGANS AND SUPPORT: CSUN President Blenda Wilson comforts a returning student. In foreground, L.A. Mayor
Richard Riordan wears a ‘Not Just Back... Better!’ t-shirt, which were prevalent Monday / Daily photo by Scott Robinson

Is this sincerely ‘better?’

We’ll manage, students say, but enough with the catchy slogan
the face of disaster,” Northridge President Blenda Wilson
said. “This faculty is dedicated to giving students an
NORTHRIDGE — The opening day of classes at CSU- education like they’ve never been before. And that’s going
Northridge could at best be called chaotic. But campus of to occur whether it’s in trailers or five-story buildings.”
ficials and visiting politicians seemed to see nothing but
Sometimes it wasn’t even trailers. One professor
gathered his History 270 class in a parking lot between
success in the day.
modular would-be classrooms that had not yet been as
Though students may have been confused and be
sembled.
wildered, only optimism could be heard from
“I think in a lot of ways this class is going to be a lot
loudspeakers in the middle of campus where everyone
richer
because of this,” he told the students.
from the Associated Students president to the President
Among
those who showed up to pitch optimism were
of the United States touted the new Northridge motto:
Los Angeles Mayor Richard Riordan, State Senator David
“Not just back ... better!”
Roberti and CSU Chancellor Barry Munitz. All three
“This is a human community that’s pulled together in
See B E T T E R ? , page 9
By Silas Lyons

Doily Investigative Editor

NORTHRIDGE: Exodus fails to materialize at campus
as university bustles back to post-quake normalcy
From page 6

NO PARKING: journalism senior Tami Cole is dwarfed by a collapsed CSUN parking garage.

The structure, built in 1991, formerly held 2,500 vehicles /

Daily photo by Steve McCrank

the 400 modular classrooms for six months
will cost approximately $5.5 million. Jackson compared that to renting 400 threebedroom apartments for one year.
Associated Students President Steven
Parker said student government has es
tablished a housing referral service and set
aside $25,000 in student grants.
“Call us and we’ll help you out,” he told
them. “We’ve got nowhere to go but up and
these grants — notice I said grants, not
loans — are for those of you wbo suffered
financially from the quake.”
Many students’ apartments, some with
belongings stranded inside, are condemned
and only two out of 15 dormitories are
habitable.
Members of the talk show audience
remembered the two CSU-Northridge stu
dents who were killed when their
Northridge Meadows apartment complex
collapsed.
Jaime Reyes, 19 and Manuel Sandoval,
24, were roommates who had just moved
out of campus housing one week before the
quake. They spent only one night in their
new apartment — the next morning they
were found dead.
Academic Vice President Louanne Ken
nedy said a burial fund and scholarship
fund has been established in memory of
the two students.

—
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Despite compromised
facilities, 5,000 course
sections are being offered
at Northridge this spring.
Some classes have been
canceled or moved to other
off-campus locations such
as California Lutheran Uni
versity in Thousand Oaks,
UCLA and various other
community colleges.

“Their families and the university had
great hope for them,” she said. “The
university has raised money for their
scholarship fund. The opening of this cam
pus today was tinged by the pain of the
death of these two students.”

Facilities Include:

Fitness Center
Heated Swimming Pool
Basketball Court
Tennis Court
Computer Study Room
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• FIGURING IT OUT: CSUN biology senior Nicole Stroud attempts to figure out her spring semester
schedule in a disheveled room / Daily photo by Scott Robinson

STUDENTS: Learning outside the classroom takes on new meaning
From page 6

“I think everybody is under
standing, everybody knows we’re
trying to do our best,” he said.
But there was a definite
downside, sometimes more
amusing than the positive ex
periences.
Journalism senior Hana
Elhasan was unfazed by the con
fusion until she began searching
for a bathroom. When it became
apparent she would have to use
one of a row of green portable
stalls set up on the lawn, she be
came disgusted.
“Tell me I don’t have to go in
there,” she said with a groan.
“I’m absolutely not going in
there.”
She did.
T ro u b le w ith c la sse s
dominated the spotlight.
Since many of the classes
were now scheduled to be held in
modular trailers, several parking
lots and other areas of campus
were transformed into small vil
lages of the brown structures.
One of these — Halsted
Houses — became a source of
confusion when construction
workers who had not finished as
sembling the modulars came into
conflict with students and profes
sors streaming in to start class.
“This will be their one and

"Th ey said that's our
building right there — the
one that's crocked."
CSU-Northridge student,

February 14,1994

only class here,” declared an
irate representative of J.A. Jones
Contractors who declined to give
his name. “The professors just
came right in and tore down our
fences.”
One group of art students
gathered in between the port
ables and pointed dejectedly at
one modular that was split in
half, hanging precariously on a
narrow beam.
“They said that’s our building
right there,” said one student.
“The one that’s cracked.”
A History 270 class met far
ther into the lot. The teacher
yelled over the rattle of power
tools, expounding on the dif
ference between Republicans and
Democrats in the Nineteenth
Century.
Construction workers also
crossed paths with political
science professo r D avid
Ringsmuth, who told them to

“stop hammering and be quiet”
before shutting the door of his
trailer on them. ■
Besides the new construction
w o rk e rs , N o r t h r id g e ’s
groundskeepers and other staff
have been converted into tem
porary “CSUN Emergency
Teams,” complete with white
hard hats and special creden
tials.
Groundsworker Blenda Fair
said she’s ready to take the extra
cleanup work in stride.
“E v e ry b o d y ’s p u llin g
together,” she said. “Once they
get settled, you’ll see it kind of
taper off.”
Most students said they al
ready had been to campus to tour
the damage, but the demolished
parking structure on the east
side of campus still drew sighs of
amazement.
Viewing the twisted rubble,
journalism senior Tami Cole
shook her head.
“It’s incredible,” was all she
could say at first.
She shook her head again,
pointing to the third level of the
mangled structure. “I used to sit
up there and study every day in
my car.
“I always used to wonder
what it would be like if there was
an earthquake.”

BETTER?: Not if you call portable toilets an upgrade, say students
From page 7

sported T-shirts with the new
motto emblazoned on the back.
Michael Jackson — a talk
show host for KABC (790-AM)
radio — broadcasted from a tent
in front of the bookstore and
cafeteria from 9 a.m. until 1 p.m.
Through the course of the day,
every prominent attendant at
the reopening was interviewed
on his show.
Clinton spoke to a cheering
crowd in front of the tent via
telephone link at 11:40 a.m.
He said he was surprised to
see the university opening back
up so quickly.
“The courage and determina
tion of the administration, facul
ty and students to get the cam
pus up and running is very im
pressive,” he said. “I’m glad to
hear the California spirit is still
alive.”
Students, faculty and news
media packed into the area
around the open-ended tent
responded to his remarks with
enthusiastic cheers.

Although many students took
the confusion with a surprisingly
matter-of-fact and upbeat at
titude, some weren’t sharing the
buoyant demeanor of the
politicians and administrators.
“Yeah, right,” graphic design
senior Ann Lytel told a reporter
who asked her opinion of the
motto. Lytel was a half-hour late
for her class because she couldn’t
find where it was meeting.
“I look arou.id and I see very
little that is “better,’” said a stu
dent in the talk show audience.
He called the presence of all the
political figures “political
grandstanding.”
Many other audience mem
bers, like those on the platform
clinging tenaciously to the op
timism they hoped would carry
them through the initial chaos,
hissed and booed.
Supported by the panel beside
him — which consisted of Riordan, Munitz, Roberti, Wilson and
Associated Students President
Steven Parker — Jackson
responded to the student, saying
the slogan “Not just back ... bet

ter!” is like a sign post, not a
promise that things will be like
that immediately for the bat
tered campus.
“If I see a sig^i that points the
way to Princeton, New Jersey, I
don’t assume I am already in
Princeton, New Jersey,” Jackson
said.
He echoed much of what
Academic Senate Chair Louise
Lewis had said earlier in the
day.
Her preference for a slogan
would be “Not just back ...
front!” she said.
“We have a chance now to
completely remake ourselves,”
she said. “We start from scratch
and it’s all ours to define. We’re
at the cutting edge.”
More optimism came from
Roberti, who promised to lobby
the California legislature for
money to help support the cam
pus’ rebuilding effort.
“This campus is going to be
known in the future as the col
lege campus that beat the ’94
quake,” he said. The audience
erupted into applause.
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S om e o f M u s ta n g D aily's 1 9 9 2 -9 3 e d ito r ia l te a m a t th e conclusion o f th e ir
d u tie s last June: scarred fo r life a n d s tu ffe d t o th e gills w ith exp e rie n c e .

Otherwise, we’re interested in yon beeoming a Mustang Daily reporter for spring (juarter. It’s a
three-unit class — JOUR 352. You don’t have to be a journalism major to enroll, nor must you
have previous professional writing experience. All we want from you is a genuine desire to see
(|uality work in print. W e’ll work with you on the rest. • Your first step is to (X)MK d'O AN INI'ORMA'nONAL MKR r i N C r m U R S D A Y Ad' 11 A.M IN C;RAPHIC AR TS 303 (Building 26).
And watch the Daily for more information next w eek. Or call John or Marla at 756/1 796. Watch
the Daily next week for more details, and keep practicing your spelling.
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Bobsledding in Davis?

U.S. team practices icy runways without snow

By John Howard

Associoted Press

DAVIS, Calif. — As they
prepared for the Winter Olym
pics, members of the U.S. Olym
pic bobsled team trained on the
world’s only bobsled race
simulator.
The races at Lillehammer,
Norway, don’t begin until Satur
day, but in a sense the U.S. team
has been on the track for some
time.
That’s because the computer
simulator gives a driver the
sense of a 600-pound bobsled
hurtling down a mountain run.
The sights, the motion, the
feel of a machine at nightmarish
speeds — they’re all there.
“It’s very, very close to reality.
It really is,” said Mont Hubbard,
a professor of mechanical and
aeronautical engineering at the
University of Cal-^ornia, Davis,
located in the flatiands of the
Sacramento Valley.
H u b b a r d ’s $ 1 2 0 ,0 0 0
brainchild looks like a bobsled

shell mounted in a cradle to
allow lateral rocking through
turns. A 19-inch color monitor
faces the driver and the sled’s
steering mechanism is linked to
the screen.
Small motors send power to
the steering and the shell, giving
vibration and the sense of move
ment. Speakers provide the
sounds of wind and slick steel on
ice.
The computer displays images
from actual bobsled tracks, such
as Calgary, Canada or Lillehammer.
The instrument displays what
computer experts call “real time
graphics” — imagery that mir
rors the reality of motion and
responds instantly to the driver’s
commands.
The U.S. team used the
simulator while practicing at
C algary, the only North
American track sanctioned for
Olympic practice and competi
tion. The team left for Norway
last week, and the simulator was
'hipped back to California.

Sports
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U.S. HOCKEY: As youngsters struggle, coach left wishing for dream team
From page 12

Slovakia, the veteran-loaded
French side clutched and
grabbed the Americans all over
the ice. Not only did it effectively
cut down the size of the rink, it
also cut deeply into the U.S.
team’s cool. Instead of tiying to
outskate and outscore them, the
impatient Americans became
consumed with out-cheap-shot
ting them.
“They’ve got 32-, 33-year-old
guys and I’ve got 20-year-old
guys,” Taylor said. “You take a

33-year-old man and tell him his
job is to keep a 20-year-old kid
from scoring a goal, he can do a
pretty good job of it.”
The U.S. team tied France 4-4
again in their opening game at
the Olympics, but this time only
because French goalkeeper Petri
Ylonen gift-w rapped the
Americans’ last two goals.
Against Slovakia on Tuesday
night, a rash of stupid penalties
allowed the Americans to play
much of the game, and most of
the third period, with at least a

one-man advantage.
The U.S. power play was 0for-11 up to that point. With
their speed maximized while the
teams played four-a-side, John
Li 1ley beat goalie Eduard
Hartmann with a slap shot from
the right faceoff circle to gain the
3-3 tie.
There’s no guarantee the
Canadians and Swedes, the
Americans’ next two opponents,
will be as charitable or as stupid
as their first two opponents
were.

start. I have to wait,” RoffeSteinrotter said, still refusing to
accept congratulations.
Pemilla Wiberg of Sweden,
battling for this year’s World Cup
lead, came down in 1:22.67.
Another bullet barely dodged,
then little-known Slovenian
Alenka Dovzan burst out of the
gate.
At the halfway timing spot,
Dovzan was .42 seconds ahead of
Roffe-Steinrotter. The crowd

roared for the young Eastern
European.
A big-screen TV by the finish
area showed it all. With RoffeSteinrotter watching. Dovzan
stood up on her skis and drifted
off the course. In an effort to
catch the American, she had
built up speed she could not con
trol. A gate flashed by her on the
wrong side, and she quit, dis
qualified.
Finally, Roffe-Steinrotter
smiled.

U.S. SKIER: 56 racers later, an American’s time still stands for the gold

From page 12

jump near the bottom. Her time
was 1:23.54.
Still, there was no smile on
Roffe-Steinrotter’s face.
Seizinger got turned around
and slid backward past a gate
with about 30 seconds gone in
her embarrassing run. She was
out. Perez sat back on her skis,
lost control and blasted through
a gate at about the same spot.
“I still have teammates at the
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SUPER HOOPS
3 PT CONTEST & SLAM DUNK CONTEST
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OPEN HOUSE
MANDATORY CLUB MEETING
THURS, FEB 17. 33-286, 11AM

Announcements
CHEAP THRILLS AND RECYCLED
RECORDS-TOP 70 CDs only $12.98
MOST CASH for used CD, tape, LP,
video games-used CDs from $2.99
Open M-Sat til 9pm-553 Higuera

SPORTS TALK

8:00-9:30PM SUNDAYS ON KCPR

4

*• AMBASSADORIAL SCHOLARSHIPS"
Study at a University in a
Country of your choice lor one
academic year - valued @ $15,000
to $20,000 for 1995-96. S.L.O.
Rotary Club is NOW TAKING
Applications for graduate / under
graduate students, journalism,
and vocational teachers of the
handicap. For Information, contact:
Mr. Lee Ballati —- 544-0224
Mr. F.E. McNamara -— 543-7778
390 Higuera St. #B, SLO

PURE WATER C25

1 GALLON - FILL YOUR OWN BOTTLES
CENTRAL COAST PURE WATER
LAGUNA VILLAGE. SLO 543-9287

GRE LSAT

MARK STEWART S ON-CAMPUS PREP
4/9 GRE.6/13 LSAT.INFO:549-6482
BULLETINS ® C.P. TESTING OFFICE
ESLSTUDENTS
Free conversation class. Meet
people from many cultures!
Improve your vocabulary and
other language skills. Fun,
tun, tun!! Focus is on what you
want to know. Fridays 2pm - 4pm
Bldg 10-138 x2067

Feb 16th @ 6pm
$3 Per Event - $5 For Both
Sign-up @ Rec Center by 2/16
0 3pm ** For More Into x1366
CASH for COMICS & GAMING ITEMS
or Trade Credit! New comics
every Thursday-New games each
week! SUB COMICS GAMES AND
POSTERS 785 Marsh St. 541-3735

w/ AMY K. at TORTILLA FLATS
FEB 21st AT 9:30 PM. ONLY $3
AGE 18 & OVER w/ COLLEGE ID

Personals

HAPPY B-DAY
SAL ESPINOZA
YOUR FRIENDS WISH YOU
THE BEST.

LITERACY

Greek News

PROJECT MTG.

Erik Walters
Kick Ass tonight
Mike & Arron

AND GUEST SPEAKER THURS 17TH
11 AM-12PM BLDG. 52 RM E28

HELP SOMEONE
READ!

Courses 100-500 tel.

Events

NEW FEB23-25

GET INVOLVED. CHECK IT OUT! GET
YOUR E-TICKET NOW! S3 ON DEXTER
LAWN 1 M P M AND WIN ITEMS FROM
HEWLETT-PACKARD, LUCKY'S, OSOS
ST. SUBS. TORTILLA FLATS, ROCKY
MOUNTAIN CHOC. FACTORY, BOO BOO
RECORDS. BRUEBECK'S,
WOODSTOCK'S
MOONDOGGIES, CHEAP THRILLS. AND
YOUR ENGINEERING COUNCIL

Opportunities
-0625

SCORE MORE!!
GMAT 72 Pts
GRE 214 Pts
LSAT 7.5 Pts
PRINCETON REVIEW 805-995-0176
ENGINEERS: GRADS AND UNDERGRADS
24 Hr Career Line (310) 358-6257
NATIONAL JOB SEARCH - CALL NOW!

Word Processing
Resumes, Sr. Projects, Master's
Thesis, etc. Laser Printer
Laura 549-8966

GOOD LUVK AX'D MR. FRATERNITY
LOVE YOUR AOn COACHES

SHOW YOUR CAL POLY ID & RECEIVE
10% DISC. ON LABOR FOR OTHER AUTO
CAR SERVICES (EFF. TILL 3/18/94).
FOR MOST VEHICLES. CALL FOR APPT.
•UP TO 5 OTS OF OIL. FILTER & LUBE
“ LOCATED AT THE CORNER OF
FOOTHILL & SANTA ROSA “

TO ADVERTISE IN MUSTANG DAILY CLASSIFIEDS, CALI 756-1143

Services

JON HOWLAND
FOOTHILL TEXACO“ 544-9111
SERVICE SPECIAL......R E G .--W /ID
OIL CHANGE*............ $21.95 $19.95
SMOG CHECK........... $29.00 $23.00
FRONT ALIGNMENT...$39.00 $33.00

11

Adam
Kick Butt
tonight!
! your A(Tn: Co?
Coaches

"SAY IT WRITE"

A proofing, polishing, editing. &
typing service lor papers, projects,
reports. ** Call 542-9269 for
free estimate! “ “
Laser Typing Reports & Sr Projects
Pickup&Deliver 0 Poly:Janet 438-3504

Love y o u r,

PAPERS/REPORTS PROFESSIONAL
QUALITY CALL ROSEMARY 528-2052

Lost & Found
THE UU INFORMATION DESK HAS
MANY FOUND ITEMS - STOP BY OR
CALL X l 154

R&R WORD PROCESSING (RONA)
18YRS EXP-LASER PRINTER. 544-2591

Opportunities

Services
ALPHA CRISIS PREGNANCY CENTER
24 HOUR LIFELINE 541-3367
FREE PREGNANCY TESTING
■A FRIEND FOR LIFE"

!!! CAUTION !!!
Make No Investments Or Provide
Banking or Credit Information
Without Investigating Advertisements
In The Opportunities Section

MUSTANG DAILY
CLASSIFIEDS
HAS A CONVENIENT DROP BOX
LOCATED AT THE U.U. INFO DESK.
THE ADS WILL BE PICKED UP DAILY
‘ AT 11:00 AM.

1.»
O U I OOP.'...UM ...u\, MRS DtRKlUS
I W^S UOPlUG S U S \ t W O U LD
A,MSWLk ■ m t..,U U ..,l M LK M .U M ,
I M StU-WCb UU O L SHOW BÍL1S.
'hOULU 'lew Ü K L TO SU'!

GREEKS & CLUBS
Earn $50-$250 for yoursett PLUS
up to $500 tor your club! This
fundraiser costs nothing and
lasts one week. Call now and
receive a free gift!
1-800-932-0528 ext 65.

W "PlKU Ks AR.E great,
B U T V \ '( ’ P L ^ ^ ^ B s " L E A M E
A L O T T O B E D E S IR E D .

!!! CAUTION !!!
Make No Investments Or Provide
Banking or Credit Information
Without Investigating Advertisements
In The Opportunities Section
AA CRUISE & TRAVEL EMPLOYMENT
GUIDE. EARN BIG $$$ + TRAVEL
THE WORLD FREE! (CARRIBBEAN,
EUROPE, HAWAII. ASIA!) HURRY
BUSY SPRING AND SUMMER SEASONS
APPROACHING. FREE STUDENT TRAVEL
CLUB MEMBERSHIP!
CALL (919) 929-4398 EXT C l 63

Employment
DESIGNERS NEEDED
MUSTANG DAILY NEEDS TALENTED
AND MOTIVATED GRAPHIC ARTISTS
TO DESIGN DISPLAY ADVERTISEMENTS
SEND RESUMES AND PORTFOLIO
ATTN: DAN BURKE GRAPHIC ARTS
BLDG. 226 CAL POLY
CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING - Earn
up to $2,000+/monlh on Cruise
Ships or Land-Tour companies
World travel (Hawaii, Mexico,
the Caribbean, etc.). Summer &
Full-Time employment available
No experierx:e necessary. For
more information call:
1-206-634-0468 ext. C6005
ATTENTION:STUDENT WORKS PAINT
ING IS NOW HIRING BRANCH
OPERATORS FOR THE SUMMER OF 94.
EARN UP TO $15000 & GET THE
BUSINESS EXPERIENCE OF A LIFE
TIME! CALL 8009557557-POSITIONS
FILLING FAST THROUGHOUT CALIF

For Sale
Quorum- Quality products at low
prices. Auto and personal
attack alarms. Call 543-4934

Bicycles
BRIDGESTONE MB4 PAID $700+ NOT
RIDDEN $600 OBO 773-0571

Roommates

ROOMATE
LEFT!
5bed 2bath WA/DRY Clean House
large rm only $260 Call 0 543-3193

Spring Quarter Pine Creek
Rent Negotiable - Washer/Dryer
Call Steve 545-0391 Tue-Thur
ROOM FOR RENT
Own Room Washer/Dryer
Water/Trash Paid $275/mo
Call 544-2115

Rental Housing
60 CASA ST. TOWNHOUSES NOW
TAKING APPLICATIONS FOR JUNE OR
SEPTEMBER. Non-Smoker. Quiet,
No Pets. 543-7555 * Ask For Bea*
We Can Help Find Roommates Too!

Homes for Sale
FREE LIST of all HOUSES & CONDOS
FOR SALE in SLO. Farrell Smyth R/E
Steve Nelson *“ 543-8370“ *
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Soviet Union/Unified Team Dominance in Pairs Figure Skating

Respected or not; U.S. skiers
take golden stand once again
By John Nelson

AssQcioted Press

RINGEBU, Norway — Diann Roffe-Steinrotter had already waited nine years. And
now she had to wait another 90 minutes.
Roffe-Steinrotter erased nearly a decade
of futility Tuesday by winning the women’s
super-giant slalom at the Olympics. The vic
tory came two days after Tommy Moe’s win
in the first Alpine event, the men’s downhill.
The score on the mountain now: USA 2,
Everybody Else 0.
“What an inspiration,” Roffe-Steinrotter
said. “He skied brilliantly, and I said, ‘I can
do that, too.’ ... This is hot, pretty hot.”
But when she flew down the Kvitfjell
course in 1 minute, 22.15 seconds, the first of
57 racers, she had no way of knowing just
how hot her time was.
Starting after breakfast, she wouldn’t be
assured of victory until past lunchtime.
“I have to wait,” she repeated over and
again as teammates, coaches and reporters
tried to congratulate her.
She hadn’t won a big race since the giant
slalom at the 1985 world championships.
Then, she was 17. Now, she was 26 and in
her final season before retiring.
She leaned on her ski poles, her face ex
pressionless as she watched the scoreboard,
sometimes alone, sometimes with other
Americans. Occasionally, she chatted with a
racer from another country. Some Nor
wegian folk singers serenaded her, and a trio

of guys in troll suits did a jig by the finish
area.
Finally, the last skier with a chance to
beat her finished and Roffe-Steinrotter had
the gold.
'Two teammates lofted her onto their
shoulders and paraded her around the finish
area — a 5-foot-4-inch, 132-pound trophy of
persistence and determination.
“I think this is the best day of my career,”
she said.
Svetlana Gladisheva of Russia took the
silver in 1:22.44, while Isolde Kostner of
Italy won the bronze in 1:22.45.
Roffe-Steinrotter knew her time might
not hold on the 2,035-meter Kvitfjell course.
Still to come were defending World Cup over
all champion Anita Wächter of Austria,
defending Olympic super-G champion
Deborah Compagnoni of Italy, German
downhill star Katja Seizinger, and Bibiana
Perez, another red-hot Italian.
“I was very nervous with bib No. 1,” she
said. “Yesterday, it was so icy I crashed, just
free skiing. My stomach was killing me.”
WachteFs time was 1:23.01. Safe, so far.
Then came Compagnoni, skiing fifth. The
23-year-old Italian star was all over the
course and had some trouble with a small
See U.S. SKIER, page 11

U.S. hockey team chilled in first games
By Jim Utke
Assaiated Press

CtJOVIK, Norway — The
week before the Olympic
tournament begins is a little
late to suddenly discover you
might not have brought the
right kind of team.
That very unsettling
thought surely occurred to
U.S. hockey coach Tim
Taylor only last week. And it
must have loomed larger
Tuesday night, after his
young, woefully inex
perienced squad had to stage
another late comeback to
erase another two-goal
deficit just to tie another
team it was expected to beat.
“At this point in time, I
really thought our speed
would be a little bit more of
a factor,” Taylor said after a

3-3 tie with Slovakia.
“We’ve been shut down
and neutralized in ways we
didn’t count on. People have
been able to jam us in the
neutral zone. And maybe,”
he conceded, “maybe we’re
just a little bit jittery.”
There are increasing
signs that the NHL may fol
low the lead of the NBA and
make it easier for the pros to
form hockey’s equivalent of
the Dream Team, perhaps in
time for the 1998 Games.
Even with the impressive
roster the Americans could
field, that would leave them
still behind the Canadians
and Swedes, as well as those
teams that used to be known
as the Soviets and Czechs.
But it does them ab

solutely no good right here,
right now. Because the way
the tournament is shaping
up, it seems most of the com
petition has adapted to the
changing landscape much
faster than they have.
When Taylor assembled
this U.S. team and hit the
road in August for a 55game schedule, he em
phasized youth and speed.
Everything went well —
until Feb. 5, when the
Americans played a secondrate French squad at Rouen,
France, and were lucky to
get out of town with a 4-4
tie.
In what would turn out to
be a preview of their games
here against France and now
See U.S. HOCKEY, page 1 1
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opponents taking on the Cal Poly softball team at the Cal State San Bernardino Tournament
F r i^ y through Sunday hope the Mustangs' bats cool off from the last game which featured
three home runs / Daily pnoto by Cari-LoZanski
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Two U.S. freestyle skiers qualify for
finals, despite a crooked ‘Daffy Twister’
By Larry McShane

Associoted Pfess _ _ _

_

______

__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

LILLEHAMMER, Norway —
Defending gold medalist Donna
Weinbrecht qualified for the finals in
mogul skiing, while U.S. luger Cammy
Myler skidded out of medal conten
tion. And skater Tonya Harding began
her long trip to Lillehammer.
Weinbrecht and U.S. teammate Liz
McIntyre both qualified 'Tuesday for
the finals, with McIntyre posting the
highest score of the 16 qualifiers.
“I’m pretty happy,” McIntyre said.
“I was gonna do a daffy twister (leap)
and I got a little crooked in the air so I
didn’t get that off like I wanted to. But
it gives me something to do tomor
row.”
• One day after American Duncan
Kennedy’s medal hopes crashed on
'Turn 13 of the luge course, so did the
sled of Erin Warren. Myler’s medal
hopes ended when she bounced off a
wall on the same turn.
Myler fell out of contention on her
second run. She wound up in 11th
place with two runs left Wednesday.
“I was a little tense on the sled, not
really relaxed,” Myler said. “But I was
actually feeling really good on the
second run. I’m doing the best I can.”
• The Russians grabbed the top two
spots in the pairs figure skating.
Ekaterina Gordeeva and Sergei
Grinkov took the gold medal, beating
Natalia Mishkutienok and Artur

Dmitriev. Canada’s Isabelle Brasseur
and Lloyd Eisler, the reigning world
champions, took the bronze medal.
Gordeeva-Grinkov, the 1988 gold
medalists, took advantage of a rule
change allowing professional skaters
to return to the Olympics.
The Russian victory continues
former Soviet Union/Unified Team’s
30-year lock on pairs figure skating.
• The grande dame of the Olympics
scored a bronze. Finland’s 38-year-old
Marja-Liisa Kirvesniemi, competing in
her record-tying sixth Olympics,
finished third in cross-country skiing.
The women’s 5-kilometer classicalstyle cross-country race went to a
familiar figure — Lyubov Egorova of
Russia, who won three gold and two
silver medals in 1992. Manuela Di
Centa of Italy, who took the first gold
medal of the Winter Games, was
second.
Third was Kirvesniemi, a mother of
two competing in her record-tying
sixth Olympics. Only Swedish bobsledder Carl-Erik Eriksson and Australian
speedskater Colin Coates have ap
peared in as many Games.
“I’m pleased with the bronze
medal,” Kirvesniemi said. “It means a
lot. Nothing beats the three gold
medals in Sarajevo, of course, but this
comes close.”

Harding flies to Norway, mother faints

AP — Tonya Harding made a final plea to “keep
believing in me” before leaving her hometown Tues
day bound for Norway, a trip that was anything but
certain a week ago.
The white stretch limousine carrying the U.S. na
tional champion figure skater drove directly to a ter
minal at Portland International Airport moments
before her flight was scheduled to depart.
In New York, Harding’s mother collapsed on the
set of “The Montel Williams Show” and was taken to
a hospital.
LaVona “Sandy” Golden fainted just after taping
Williams’ syndicated talk show, said Jennifer
Geisser, publicist for the show.
Golden was taken to a St. Clare’s Hospital, which
issued a statement saying she had been admitted for
observation and was in stable condition.
During the show, scheduled to be shown Friday,
Golden “broke down in tears as she talked freely
about her relationship with Tonya,” Geisser said.

Medal
Count
Country___ Gld/S i.vr/ B rnzA

ot

Russia............ 3 /4 /1 /8
Norway.......... 2 /3 /0 /5
Italy.............. 1 /1 /2 /4
United States. . . 2 /0 /0 /2
Canada.......... 0 /0 /2 /2
Finland.......... 0 /0 /2 /2
Germany......... l/O /O /l
Austria. . . _ _ _ 0 /1 /O /l
Japan............ O /O /l/l
Netherlands__ O /O /l/l

